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				A TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE FOR LOCATION PROFESSIONALS

                
               Location World is a platform to promote and share best practices of location technology. It brings together different industry genres under one roof to channelize knowledge, showcase the latest technologies and promote dialogues on the challenges, opportunities and the future of location industry. 
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                	The global digital transformation is entering a new age.
Emergence of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Internet of Things is enabling disruptive innovations and driving smart solutions across industries. 


Location technology offers the much needed fourth pillar (along with AI, IoT and Big Data) to the Fourth Industrial Revolution. With consumers demanding frictionless, personalized experiences; brands, businesses, and entrepreneurs are all looking at location-based services to improve customer engagement and efficiency.
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                                            Location Intelligence: Designing Sustainable Cities of the Future
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Location intelligence is crucial, not only in the planning and operation of a city and its infrastructure, but in the 
                                                design and construction of those structures as well. For example, location analytics can generate insight about 
                                                flood-prone areas and give designers accurate information to influence a structure's location, orientation, and 
                                                even construction materials. By integrating location intelligence in design process, a structure will be designed 
                                                in the context of a larger, smarter landscape, creating a more sustainable surroundings.
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    
                                    
                      
						
							
								Location+Digital Engineering: Modernizing Smart City Infrastructure
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									Growing urbanization is placing pressures on cities. In order to cater to the demands of a growing population, 
                                    the way city infrastructure is designed, delivered, operated and maintained needs to be modernized. From water 
                                    and sanitation to energy and transport, digital engineering and automation promises greater efficiency and better operational intelligence.
								

							

						

					

                    
                    
                    
                    
						
							
								Smart City: Redefining Physical, Digital & Social Ecosystem
							

							
								
									An all-encompassing smart city experience would not only focus on citizen wellbeing, smart delivery of services and 
                                    sustainability but also on the radical shift in approach towards urban ecosystem and its myriad facets. Location 
                                    intelligence, integrated with emerging technologies such as AI, IoT and 5G will be one of the pillars of the smart 
                                    city framework, with interconnectivity as the lynchpin. 
								

							

						

					

                                 
                     
						
							
								5G+AI+IoT Towards Intelligent Connectivity for Smarter Business & Living
							

							
								
									Self-driving vehicles would not only overhaul the automobile industry, but a lot of other sectors. It is expected 
                                    that the self-driving industry would be worth a whopping $7 trillion by 2050.  While anticipating the dawn of 
                                    driverless future, it is crucial that we work on the infrastructural groundwork constituting 5G, AI and IoT. 
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                                BUSINESS ENTERPRISES TO INNOVATE WITH LOCATION                                
                                
                                
                                

                             
                                
                                                              
                            
  
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                  
                                 
                                
                               
						
							
								Location+FinTech: The Future of Customer Engagement
							

							
								
									FinTech, empowered by location data, can help banks engage with their customers at individual level. For example, provide customized notifications to consumers as they enter a branch, including their account balances and last transactions; provide cardless entry into ATM lobbies; assign a queue number automatically as a consumer steps into a branch; and text consumers the location of the nearest branch or ATM.
								

							

						

					
 
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                       
						
							
								Location Analytics Driving E-Commerce Revenue
							

							
								
									E-commerce is possibly the most competitive fintech segment today. With market aspiring towards going cashless, 
                                    speedy and real-time transactions are becoming key to customers' satisfaction. But beyond speedy transaction, 
                                    fintech providers can use location intelligence to offer competitive advantage to merchants. Value-added services 
                                    such as transaction data reports can be used for market trends monitoring and creation of spending profiles, 
                                    which merchants and marketers can use for marketing campaigns and personalization efforts.
								

							

						

					

                                    
                      
                    
						
							
								Real-Time Data: Game-changer in Marketing & Advertising 
							

							
								
									Mobile location data provides real-time and relevant proximity-based information of target consumers. This information 
                                    is tremendous for businesses to gain behavioral insights about consumers, such as shopping and eating habits. Real-time 
                                    data analytics allows businesses to target those mobile users with the right promotional message when they are in the 
                                    proximity of that store, opening the door to a multitude of opportunities. 
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                                 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES                                
                                
                                
                                

                              
                              
                            
  
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                  
                                 
                                    
                                    
                                   
						
							
								Blockchain: Revolutionizing Location Data Market
							

							
								
									Location data market would undergo a seismic transformation in the upcoming years due to the power of Blockchain to 
                                    address security drawbacks in centralized content hosting. Location-based advertising is expected to grow manifold 
                                    as blockchain would enhance transparency, expands business reach and provides better deal to customers.  
								

							

						

					

                    
                    
						
							
								Indoor Localization: The Next Generation Location
							

							
								
									Humans spend most of their time indoors and the next innovation in precision of location would be indoor localization. 
                                    In a world of increasing customer intimacy, venue-based marketing strategies and soaring demand for location-based 
                                    services and application, indoor localization would open new vistas.
								

							

						

					

                                    
                      
                    
						
							
								Maps for Machines: Is the Industry Ready?
							

							
								
									Maps were always designed for the human-to-human interface; however, there is a new breakthrough now with the advent 
                                    of digitalization and requirement of high precision mapping. Maps would now mainly be designed keeping in mind the 
                                    human-machine interface and unlike humans, they would be read and analyzed by machines. The applications could be an 
                                    autonomous car hurtling past you in the future or a robotic workforce in assembly line of a factory or in a large 
                                    departmental store. The key question that arises is whether the industry is ready for this mega transition.  
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								Co-creating Geospatial Infrastructure for Consumer Markets 
							

							
								
									Commercial geospatial information industry has been at the forefront of innovation and development of geospatial information products that fulfill consumer market demand. There is a great scope for collaboration between national geospatial agencies and commercial geospatial data providers towards strengthening geospatial information infrastructure at national, regional and global levels. 
								

							

						

					

                    
                    
						
							
								Data Policy Imperatives for Location-based Services Market
							

							
								
									It has been recognized that an efficient geospatial information infrastructure could serve as foundational knowledge platform and contribute significantly in governance and development in the digital age. However, issues of privacy, security, quality, proprietorship and funding have grown increasingly complicated with the interlocking of dynamic geospatial datasets. A strong data policy will be imperative in promoting growth of location-based services market.
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									National Geospatial Agencies

                                    Urban Development Agencies

                                    Smart City Authority

                                    Digital Platform Providers

                                    Municipalities

                                    System Aggregators

                                    City Authority

                                    Transportation Agency

                                    Utility companies
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									E-commerce
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                                    Supply chain

                                    Marketing & Advertising
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                                    Social Media

                                    Telecommunications
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                                    Financial Services & 
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									Software & Hardware

                                    provider

                                    System Aggregator

                                    App Developers

                                    Consulting Firms

                                    Platform Provider

                                    Services Provider

                                    Map Content Provider

                                    Start-ups

                                    Researchers
								

							

						

					

            

            
          

          
          

      

      
      
      
			
				
					
					
						
							REGISTRATION FEE

						

					

					
					
						
							
									Government/Private	USD500*
	Academia/Startups	USD250*


							

							
								*Inclusive of taxes
							

							Registration fee is inclusive of:

								Access to conference, technology showcase and networking for two days
	Tea/coffee breaks and lunches
	Conference materials
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